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A B S T R A C T 

Rotationally induced mode splitting frequencies of low-luminosity subgiants suggest that angular momentum transport 
mechanisms are 1–2 orders of magnitude more efficient in these stars than predicted by theory. Constraints on the rotation 

profile of low-luminosity subgiants could be used to identify the dominant mechanism for angular momentum transport. We 
develop a forward model for the rotation profile given observed rotational splittings, assuming a step-like rotation profile. We 
identify a consistent de generac y between the position of the profile discontinuity and the surface rotation rate. We perform mock 

experiments that show the discontinuity position can be better constrained with a prior on the surface rotation rate, which is 
informed by star spot modulations. We finally apply this approach to KIC 12508433, a well-studied low-luminosity subgiant, 
as an example case. With the observed surface rotation prior, we obtain a factor of 2 increase in precision of the position of 
strong rotation gradient. We reco v er the literature values of the core and surface rotation rates and find the highest support for 
a discontinuity in the radiative zone. Auxiliary measurements of surface rotation could substantially impro v e inferences on the 
rotation profile of low-luminosity subgiants with already available data. 

Key words: asteroseismology – stars: rotation. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ll stars rotate. The rotation rate and distribution of angular momen-
um throughout a star evolves with time. The effects of rotation on
he structure and evolution of a star are substantial (e.g. Heger 1998 ;

aeder & Meynet 2000 ), and accurate prescriptions of rotation in
tellar models are important to reproduce observations, particularly
steroseismic measurements of oscillation modes. 

Low-mass subgiants and low-luminosity red giants pulsate in
ixed modes, which are sensitive to structure in both the core

nd env elope. Mix ed modes result from the near-surface convection,
hich drives the oscillation modes to amplitudes that are detectable

n space-based photometry missions like CoRoT (Baglin 2003 )
nd Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010 ). Rotation lifts the de generac y of
scillation modes of the same angular degree and azimuthal order.
he change to the frequency of rotationally split modes is related to

he rotation profile. For this reason, measuring rotational splittings
llows us to constrain the rotation profile. 

Current measurements of rotational splittings place low precision
onstraints on the core and surface rotation rates [ ≈10 per cent and
0 per cent, respectively (e.g. Deheuvels et al. 2014 ; Fellay et al.
 E-mail: tanner.wilson@monash.edu 

p  

s  

p  

Pub
021 )] and have little capability to constrain the shape of the rotation
rofile connecting the core and the surface. These observations,
o we ver, present some notable results. Subgiants demonstrate solid-
ody rotation early in their transition off the main-sequence (MS),
ike their MS counterparts (Deheuvels et al. 2020 ; Noll, Deheuvels &
allot 2021 ). Ho we ver, later in their post-MS e volution, the cores of
ore evolved subgiants and low-luminosity red giant branch (RGB)

tars rotate much faster than their envelope. The core-to-surface
otation ratio can grow to ≈20 for stars leaving the subgiant phase
Deheuvels et al. 2014 ; Gehan et al. 2018 ; Eggenberger et al. 2019 ).

Stellar models predict differential rotation between the core and
he surface to be two to three orders of magnitude greater than
bservations suggest (Eggenberger, Montalb ́an & Miglio 2012 ;
antiello et al. 2014 ). The surface rotation rates of white dwarfs
gree well with the core rotation rates of RGB stars (Gough 2015 ;
ermes et al. 2017 ), suggesting an angular momentum transport
echanism that is much more efficient throughout the first ascent of

he RGB, and nowhere else (Eggenberger et al. 2012 ; Ceillier et al.
013 ; Marques et al. 2013 ; Fuller et al. 2015 ; Spada et al. 2016 ;
uazzani et al. 2018 ). 
The angular momentum transport mechanism sets the rotation

rofile. The core-to-surface rotation ratio and the position and
trength of the gradient of rotation rate can characterize the rotation
rofile. Fellay et al. ( 2021 ) suggest that tighter constraints can be
© 2023 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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ade on angular momentum transport mechanisms through more 
recise measures of the core-to-surface rotation ratios of post-MS 

tars (Deheuvels et al. 2014 ), and of the position and strength of
 rotation rate gradient (Di Mauro et al. 2018 ). For example, a
otation profile with a constant rotation rate internal to the base of the
onv ectiv e zone (BCZ), and a decreased rotation rate that is inversely
ependent on radius in the BCZ, could be indicative of angular 
omentum transport from deep fossil magnetic fields (Gough & 

hompson 1990 ; Kissin & Thompson 2015 ; Takahashi & Langer 
021 ). This results from differential rotation being damped along 
oloidal field lines (Garaud 2002 ; Strugarek, Brun & Zahn 2011 ).
n the other hand, a steep rotational gradient near the H-burning 

hell of a subgiant would indicate turbulent angular momentum 

ransport. This could be in the form of internal gravity waves 
Pin c ¸on et al. 2017 ), leading to localized shallow gradients in the
rofile (Charbonnel & Talon 2005 ) or through magneto-rotational 
nstabilities that arise from steep angular momentum gradients 
Balbus & Ha wle y 1994 ; Arlt, Hollerbach & R ̈udiger 2003 ; Menou
 Mer 2006 ; Spada et al. 2016 ). The gradient of the rotation profile

f subgiants is not well constrained through current asteroseismic 
ata (Deheuvels et al. 2014 ). 
In this work, we consider the constraints to the position of a steep

otational gradient, where we show that � = 1, 2 rotational splittings
ay be sufficient to make valuable inferences about the rotation 

rofiles of low-luminosity subgiants if a precise auxiliary measure 
f surface rotation rate is available. We specifically investigate the 
mpact of employing surface rotation periods from photometric 
 ariability o wing to stellar spots (e.g. those measured in Garcia et al.
014 ; McQuillan, Mazeh & Aigrain 2014 ; Santos et al. 2021 ). In
dopting these values, we utilize a data set that o v erlaps with the
ubset used to measure asteroseismic rotational splittings. We deem 

t appropriate to employ both constraints simultaneously due to the 
istinct methods of measuring these quantities. 
In Section 2 , we describe a forward model to infer rotation profile

arameters giv en observ ed rotational splittings, assuming a step 
otation profile. We perform tests using mock data generated by 
hree hypothetical profiles to show the differences in constraining 
he rotation profile with realistic independent measures of surface 
otation rate from stellar spot brightness modulations. Finally, we 
erform inference on the observed rotational splittings of KIC 

2508433 with different priors and compare the constraints on the 
otation profile. The implications are discussed in Section 4 and 
ummarized in Section 5 . 

 M E T H O D  A N D  RESULTS  

.1 Rotational splittings 

tellar oscillations can be decomposed into oscillating spherical 
armonic modes. Individual modes frequencies ( νn , � , m ) are char- 
cterized by their radial order ( n ), angular degree ( � ), and azimuthal
rder ( m ). Low-luminosity subgiants have much longer rotation 
eriods [of order 10 1 d (Deheuvels et al. 2014 )] in the fast rotating
ore than the average oscillation period (on the order of hours;
erts, Christensen-Dalsgaard & Kurtz 2010 ). We can therefore 

reat rotation as perturbative to the structure. The effect of stellar
otation on oscillation mode frequencies can be approximated as 
erturbations to the non-rotating mode frequencies from m = 0 to 
 = −� and m = � . This is a widely employed approximation in

he field of asteroseismic inversions of rotation (e.g. Deheuvels et al. 
014 , 2015 ; Fellay et al. 2021 ). For more detail on this approach,
ee Unno et al. ( 1989 ) and Aerts et al. ( 2010 ). To first order, the
otationally split oscillation frequencies are 

n,�,m 

= νn,�, 0 + δνn,�,m 

(1) 

= νn,�, 0 + m δνn,� , (2) 

here νn , � , m is the frequency of the n , � , m mode, νn , � , 0 is
he frequency in the non-rotating case, and δνn , � , m is the change 
n oscillation frequency due to rotation, known as the rotational 
plitting. The difference between the m = 0 and m �= 0 mode
requency is the m th multiple of the δνn , � rotational splitting. In
ractice, we are usually only able to observe � = 1 and � = 2 modes
ith m = 1 and m = −1 rotational splittings in low-luminosity

ubgiants from photometric time series data (Benomar et al. 2013 ;
eheuvels et al. 2014 ). 
Rotational splittings are scaled averages of the rotation profile. 

he scaling is different for each oscillation mode and is quantified
sing a so-called rotational kernel. The rotational kernels are inherent 
o the thermodynamic structure of a star (see Aerts et al. 2010 for a
eri v ation of these kernels). Assuming spherical symmetry, the n , �
otational splitting is given by 

νn,� ( �) = βn,� 

∫ R 

0 
K n,� ( r ) �( r ) d r , (3) 

here K n , � is the rotational kernel of the n , � mode (determined
rom a stellar model), �( r ) is the scaled average, with respect to
he polar axis, 1D rotation profile along the radial axis, βn , � is a
ormalization constant, and R is the outermost radius of the star. The
otational kernel, and thus scaled averaged frequency shift, changes 
ith each oscillation mode. Changes to the rotation profile therefore 

esult in distinct variances for each rotational splitting. Some rotation 
rofiles are more likely to result in measurable rotational splittings 
han others. As a result we are able to use forward modelling to
etermine the set of likely rotation profiles given some observed 
otational splittings. 

.2 Forward model 

 forward model requires a set of rotation kernels to predict
otational splittings given some profile. In this work, we use rotational 
ernels of the low-luminosity subgiant KIC 12508433, a well-studied 
steroseismic target (e.g. Deheuvels et al. 2014 ). Models of KIC
2508433 indicate that it is early in its evolution off the MS, which
s supported by a relati vely lo w core-to-surface rotation ratio. It is
he earliest star known in its post-MS evolution with evidence of
ifferential rotation. 
We were provided with a model of KIC 12508433 from Ball &

izon ( 2017 ) generated using the ASTERO module of the Modules
or Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics ( MESA ) evolutionary code 
r7624; Paxton et al. 2010 , 2013 , 2015 , 2019 ). The model was
ound by simultaneously matching the non-seismic properties of 
IC 12508433 ( T eff , log g , and [Fe/H] in Table 1 ), the global seismic
uantities – the frequency where peak power of the Gaussian aster- 
seismic power envelope occurs, νmax , and the frequency spacing 
etween consecutive radial order modes with the same angular 
egree, �ν – and the observed mode frequencies (see tables 1 and 
 in Deheuvels et al. 2014 ) to those predicted by the model. Mode
requencies were calculated using ADIPLS (Christensen-Dalsgaard 
008 ), with combined surface effect corrections to the frequencies 
Ball & Gizon 2014 , 2017 ). 

Most of the observed and best-fit model quantities agree to within
 σ . The exceptions are T eff and L where the agreement is within
MNRAS 521, 4122–4130 (2023) 
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M

Table 1. Measured properties of KIC 12508433 (Deheuvels et al. 2014 ), 
and those of the best-fitting stellar model from which the rotation kernels are 
generated. 

KIC 12508433 Model 

M ( M �) 1.20 ± 0.16 1.293 
R ( R �) 2.20 ± 0.10 2.277 
L ( L �) 3.25 ± 0.45 4.065 
log g (cms −2 ) 3.83 ± 0.04 3.834 
T eff, spec (K) 5248 ± 130 5434 
[Fe/H] (dex) 0.25 ± 0.23 0.06 

Figure 1. Rotational kernels for the best-fitting model of KIC 12508433. 
The red curve shows three times the local standard deviation of the set of 
observed kernels (kernel deviation). Regions with large kernel deviation are 
expected to be sensitive to the rotation profile following forward modelling. 
In this model, these regions can be seen in the H-burning shell core ( r / R < 

0.05) and nearing the surface ( r / R > 0.8). The inset shows the same kernels 
with two modes highlighted: the � = 1, n = 9 mode (blue) is sensitive to core 
rotation and the � = 2, n = 6 (orange) is sensitive to surface rotation. 
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Figure 2. Three rotation profiles used in the mock data experiments. These 
profiles represent the extreme consequences of different angular momentum 

transport mechanisms in low-luminosity post-MS stars. Cross-hatching rep- 
resents the conv ectiv e surface re gion and diagonal-hatching represents the 
H-burning shell. See Section 3.1 for descriptions of each profile. 
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 σ . Our model T eff is closer to the reported T eff from the infrared
ux method (Casagrande et al. 2010 ; 5302 ± 124 K from Deheuvels
t al. 2014 ), but fully consistent with the spectroscopic ef fecti ve
emperature. L is not included in the χ2 fitting of the model ( M ,
 , and L are outputs of the model) and the value from Deheuvels
t al. ( 2014 ) was estimated from scaling relations. This level of
e viation v aries with surface modelling assumptions (Ball & Gizon
017 ), is consistent with previous works (e.g. Deheuvels et al. 2014 ;
i et al. 2020 ), and while rotational inversions of subgiants can be
ependent on model uncertainties (Schunker, Schou & Ball 2016 );
his discrepancy is unlikely to affect the results of this work. 

We used this model of KIC 12508433 to calculate the rotational
ernels for all observable rotational splittings. Radial positions with
oth high kernel magnitude and inter-kernel variance (represented
y the standard deviation of kernel magnitudes, shown in red in Fig.
 ) are most sensitive to the rotation profile. For KIC 12508433, these
egions are near the core and at r / R > 0.8. 

Deheuvels et al. ( 2014 ) concluded that it is difficult to distin-
uish between smooth and discontinuous rotation profiles of low-
uminosity subgiants using current data. Consequently, we assume a
imple form of a rotation profile �( r ) using three parameters of the
ollowing form: 

( r) = 

{
�c r/R ≤ p 

�s r/R > p 

, (4) 

here �c and �s describe the core and surface rotation rates,
espectively, and p is the position of the step (in units of r / R ). We
NRAS 521, 4122–4130 (2023) 
iscuss the implications of the assumed step-function form of the
otation profile further in Section 4 . Initially, we will assume weak
ninformed, uniform priors on the core and surface rotation rate and
 uniform prior on p : 

 ∼ U ( 0 , 1 ) , (5) 

s / 2 π ∼ U ( 0 , 600 ) nHz , (6) 

c / 2 π ∼ U ( 0 , 1000 ) nHz , (7) 

here U ( x , y ) denotes a uniform prior between x and y . We calculate
he expected rotational splitting frequencies δνn , l for all observable
 n , l } modes given a model �( r ) and the rotational kernels K n , � ( r )
sing equation ( 3 ), and assume the observed splitting frequencies are
ormally distributed with a log-likelihood 

ln L ( δνδνδν| �c , �r , p, K ( r ) , σδνσδνσδν) ∝ −1 

2 

∑ 

n,l 

(
δνn,l − δνobs n,l 

σδνn,l 

)2 

, (8) 

here δνobs n , l is the observed rotational splitting frequency for
ode n and l , and its associated uncertainty is σδνn,l 

. The vector-
alued symbols δνδνδν, K ( r ) , and σδνσδνσδν indicate that the log-likelihood
epends on the corresponding values for all of the observed rotational
plittings. We constructed this model using PyMC3 (Salvatier , W iecki
 Fonnesbeck 2016 ) and used the ‘No U-Turn Sampler’ (Hoffman
 Gelman 2011 ) to draw samples from the posterior. 

 RESULTS  

.1 Mock data experiments with three hypothetical rotation 

rofiles 

e begin by generating mock data with our forward model to
est the impact of independent measures of surface rotation rate.

e chose three rotation profiles with extreme differences in the
osition of a strong rotational gradient, which represent hypothetical
ngular momentum transport mechanisms that could result in step-
ike rotation profiles. The three step positions are: in the H-burning
hell (purple); in the radiative zone (blue); and at the base of the BCZ
red) as shown in Fig. 2 . The mock rotation profiles are moti v ated
y, but not representati ve of, v arious angular momentum transport

art/stad771_f1.eps
art/stad771_f2.eps
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rocesses. The BCZ step rotation profile (red) is a signature of angu-
ar momentum transport by fossil magnetic fields, which results in 
olid body rotation in the radiative region and inverse rotation rate on
adius in the conv ectiv e re gion (Kissin & Thompson 2015 ; Takahashi
 Langer 2021 ). The H-burning step rotation profile (purple) is

ndicative of turbulent angular momentum transport through internal 
ra vity wa ves (Pin c ¸on et al. 2017 ) or magnetorotational instabilities
Balbus & Ha wle y 1994 ; Arlt et al. 2003 ; Menou & Mer 2006 ;
pada et al. 2016 ) which result in a strong gradient in rotation rate
lose to the core. The radiative zone step profile (blue) corresponds
o delocalized angular momentum transport from the core into the 
adiative zone and is not indicative of a specific angular momentum 

ransport process. 
The core and surface rotation rates will be realistically different 

or each profile/angular momentum transport process. To account for 
his for each profile, we fixed the step position and e v aluated the log-
ikelihood (given the observed splittings of KIC 12508433) at each 
ombination of ( �c , �s ) and set the rotation rates to those with the
aximum log-likelihood. The resulting rotation profiles are shown 

n Fig. 2 : radiative-zone step (blue: p = 0.2), a BCZ step (red: p =
.5), and the H-burning shell step (purple: p = 0.05). The rotational
plitting frequencies of these profiles were then calculated using 
equation 3 ). We adopted uncertainties on those expected values 
iven the precision of mode frequencies measured in KIC 12508433 
table 3 of Deheuvels et al. 2014 ). This provides us with three mock
ata sets to consider the rotation profile’s effect on the observations. 
We treated the mock data generated by each step profile as if it

ere real data and performed inference using the model and sampler 
escribed in Section 2.2 . We performed inference twice: first with 
 flat prior on surface rotation and then with a Gaussian prior on
urface rotation with mean equal to the injected surface rotation rate, 
nd a standard deviation 10 per cent of the mean value. Here, we
ave chosen 10 per cent as representative of the average uncertainty 
n state-of-the-art measurements of MS and subgiant stellar rotation 
rom photometric variation (Santos et al. 2021 ). We discuss this
hoice further in Section 4 . We drew 20 000 posterior samples in
ach case. The 1D marginalized posterior samples with a flat and 
nformed prior are compared in Fig. 3 . The full posteriors are shown
n the Appendix (Figs A1 –A6 ). 

When sampling with a uniform prior on surface rotation (Figs A1 –
3 ), we identify multi-modality and a strong correlation between �s 

nd p : smaller �s values tend to coincide with higher p values. The
nferred step position p is very uncertain in all three cases, showing
early uniform probability throughout the domain. 
The impact of an auxiliary surface rotation rate measure on the 

osterior distributions is evident when comparing the normalized 
osterior density when using an uninformed prior (thin dashed) to 
he informed prior (thick solid) in Fig. 3 . When the informed prior
s introduced, the de generac y between surface rotation rate and p
s broken and the surface rotation rate and p are better reco v ered.
n the H Shell step (purple) and radiative step (blue) experiments, 
he prior has collapsed support for p > 0.4. The introduction of the
rior does not, ho we ver, allo w us to dif ferentiate between rotation
rofiles deeper in the star. We find that for profiles where p �
.2, multimodality remains and the introduction of the prior on �s 

ncreased support for p closer to the core (and closer to the true
alue). Indeed, the introduction of the informed prior for the H shell
nd radiative step experiments has constrained the posterior on p , 
ut the 1 σ range on these values o v erlaps significantly. We could
ot differentiate between these profiles using this method and state- 
he-art data. This is not the case for the BCZ mock data experiment.
ntroducing the informed surface rotation prior allows us to place 
ore significant constraints on p . The posterior on p was flat with
n uninformed prior and the BCZ step. In contrast, with a surface
otation rate prior, the posterior is now a single peak centred at the
njected value with a percentage standard deviation of the median 
alue of about 18 per cent. This illustrates the constraining power
n p of the independent measures of �s in specific circumstances. 

.2 KIC 12508433 

ur mock data experiments confirm that a realistic measure of surface
otation rate, treated as a prior during inference can better constrain
he internal rotation profile. We now apply this method to observed
otational splittings of KIC 12508433 (Deheuvels et al. 2014 ). First
ith a uniform prior on surface rotation between 0 and 600 nHz, and

hen with an independent surface rotation rate (measured by Garcia 
t al. 2014 , from photometry) treated as a Gaussian prior on the
urface rotation rate with mean 172 nHz and standard deviation 21
Hz. The posteriors are shown in Figs 4 and 5 . The best-fitting values
nd credible intervals of the rotation profile parameters for each prior
re shown in Table 2 and are compared to the results of optimally
ocalized average (OLA) inversions performed in Deheuvels et al. 
 2014 ). 

With a uniformed prior, the median of the posterior on the
ore and surface rotation rates and corresponding 16th and 84th 
ercentile credible intervals are �c / 2 π = 524 + 36 

−34 nHz and �s / 2 π =
41 + 51 

−79 nHz , with the maximum a posteriori or MAP point at �c /2 π
520 nHz and �s /2 π ≈ 170 nHz. With the informed surface rotation

ate prior the 16th and 84th percentile credible intervals are �c / 2 π =
25 + 39 

−35 nHz and �s / 2 π = 175 + 19 
−21 nHz . The inferences agree with 

ach other, as well as the inversions performed in Deheuvels et al.
 2014 ). Those authors use OLA to estimate the mean rotation rate
n the g-mode cavity to be 〈 �g 〉 / 2 π = 532 ± 79 nHz and the mean
otation rate in the p-mode cavity to be 〈 �p 〉 / 2 π = 213 ± 26 nHz .
aking their �g and �p as analogues for �c and �s , respectively, 
oth sets of quantities agree within about one joint standard deviation, 
ithout considering that the mode of the �s posteriors are closer to
 �p 〉 than the median of �s . 

Like in the mock data experiments, the independent surface 
otation measure remo v ed support for discontinuities close to the
CZ (comparing Figs 4 and 5 ), but two peaks remain: p ≈ 0.25

closest to the median posterior value and a peak in the posterior
hen considering a flat prior on �s ) and a much smaller peak closer

o the core. Rotation profiles with a discontinuity located p > 0.4
or KIC 12508433 is strongly disfa v oured, and a discontinuity in
he radiativ e re gion 0.2 r / R is fa v oured. Comparing the confidence
ntervals when applying a flat and informed prior, we obtain a factor
f approximately two increase in measurement accuracy on p . 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

e find that a surface rotation rate measured from star spot modu-
ations can substantially impro v e inferences on the rotation profiles
f low-luminosity subgiants. This takes advantage of a de generac y 
etween �s and p , found by performing inference using mock 
xperiments with different discontinuity positions. 

Including an independent measure of surface rotation as a prior in
he analysis of KIC 12508433 yields increased support for step-like 
rofiles with rotational gradients in the radiative zone and decreased 
upport for step-like rotation profiles with p � 0.4. 

In our mock data tests, we proposed that a step-like rotation profile
ith a rotational gradient at 0.5 r / R (BCZ profile) is moti v ated by,
ut not representative of, angular momentum transport by fossil 
MNRAS 521, 4122–4130 (2023) 
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M

Figure 3. Normalized posterior density following sampling for each mock rotational splitting experiment. From left to right, the normalized posterior density of 
each of the parameters of the rotation profile model are shown: surface rotation rate ( �s /2 π ), core rotation rate ( �c /2 π ), and position of rotational gradient ( p ). 
Thin coloured dashed lines are samples with no prior on the surface rotation rate, thin dotted black lines correspond to the introduced prior on surface rotation 
rate, and thick coloured lines correspond to samples when the informed surface rotation prior was introduced. Vertical black lines correspond to the input values 
for each of the rotation profile parameters used to generate the mock rotational splittings. From top to bottom, each row displays the result of sampling a different 
set of rotational splittings with the same colours as the rotation profiles used to generate the mock data in Fig. 2 : the H-burning shell step (purple), radiative 
zone step (blue), and base of BCZ step (red). 
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agnetic fields. Ho we ver, the simplified step rotation profile does not
ccurately recreate the inverse dependency of rotation rate with radius
eyond the BCZ indicative of this angular momentum transport
rocess. Further, the signature rotation profile becomes most apparent
n the red giant branch (Fellay et al. 2021 ; Takahashi & Langer 2021 ).
herefore, we are not proposing a lack of support for eliminating

ossil magnetic fields as a possible explanation for the subgiant
ngular momentum transport problem. 

The auxiliary measure of surface rotation we adopt as a surface
otation rate prior requires some discussion. The ‘data’ we use are
NRAS 521, 4122–4130 (2023) 
otational splitting frequencies measured from a Fourier transform of
 photometric time series. The measured surface rotation rate from
arcia et al. ( 2014 ) also uses some subset of the same photometric

ime series data. The two sets of measurements are not strictly
tatistically independent, such that there is a risk that we are ‘stealing
nformation’. The two approaches do use subsets of the same data set,
ut the methods are sufficiently distinct that we consider it reasonable
o use the surface rotation rate here. 

Santos et al. ( 2021 ) suggest that the average percentage uncertainty
n photometric surface rotation measurements is ∼10 per cent
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Figure 4. Posterior distributions of the core rotation rate �c , the surface 
rotation rate �s , and the discontinuity position p (equation 4 ) given the 
observed l = { 1, 2 } rotational splittings of KIC 12508433 and assuming a 
rotation profile with a step function. 

Figure 5. Posteriors on step profile parameters given the rotational splittings 
of KIC 12508433 and informed prior on surface rotation rate from (Garcia 
et al. 2014 ). 
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Table 2. Best-fitting rotation profile parameters giv en observ ed � = 1 and 
2 rotational splittings of KIC 12508433 from optimally localized averages 
(OLA; Deheuvels et al. 2014 ) and forward modelling with flat and informed 
( �s /2 π = 172 ± 21 nHz) priors. OLA does not place constraints on the 
rotation profile outside the g- and p-mode cavities in the core and at the star’s 
surface, respectively. p is more precisely measured with the introduction of 
the informed prior when forward modelling. 

�c /2 π (nHz) �s /2 π (nHz) p ( r / R ) 

Deheuvels et al. ( 2014 ) (OLA) 532 ± 79 213 ± 26 –
Sampling – flat �s Prior 524 + 36 

−34 141 + 51 
−79 0.45 + 0 . 22 

−0 . 26 

Sampling – informed �s Prior 525 + 39 
−35 175 + 19 

−21 0.29 + 0 . 13 
−0 . 12 
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or MS and subgiant stars. The precision varies with temperature, 
nd peaks around 6000 K (the Kraft break). Those authors also 
oncluded that only about 20 per cent of subgiants with long 
nd precise photometric observations from Kepler have measurable 
otation periods. Subgiants may express smaller, shorter-lived active 
egions, which, when combined with long rotation periods, would 
resent a smaller observable fraction and less precise measures of 
he surface rotation rate when compared to MS counterparts. On 
he other hand, observing rotational splittings in subgiants requires 
 long observation time, which may lend itself to a higher fraction
ith measurable surface rotation rates. 
It’s difficult to precisely measure the surface rotation rate without 

sing photometry. Rotational velocity ( vsin i ) only requires a single
igh-resolution spectrum, but requires an estimate of the inclination 
ngle and the star’s radius, which is quickly changing in the post-MS
nd is strongly model dependent. 

We assumed a step-like (discontinuous) function for the rotation 
rofile, consistent with other works (e.g. Fellay et al. 2021 ). Real-
stically, this may not reflect the true shape of the rotation profile
f any low-luminosity subgiant. Asteroseismic forward modelling 
f the stellar rotation profile is an ill-posed problem. The observed
otational splittings alone do not uniquely determine the shape of a
tar’s rotation profile. An assumption of the rotation profile’s shape 
s necessary for the rotational splittings to constrain the range of
ossible rotation profile parameters. A much more flexible model 
han the step-like rotation profile could be employed. Ho we ver, the
nferences must be interpreted in the context of the realistic evolution
f angular momentum transport. Ultimately, our work e x emplifies 
hat introducing an informed surface rotation prior further reduces 
he potential rotation profiles already constrained by asteroseismic 
ata. Combining state-of-the-art asteroseismic and surface rotation 
ata is a practical method to obtain more substantial constraints to
he evolution of rotation from already available data. 

In this work, we take KIC 12508433 as an example of a low-
uminosity giant with asteroseismic observations. It is not yet clear 
hether the de generac y between surface rotation and step position
eneralises across all subgiants of different masses, metallicities, 
nd ages. Very few subgiants are known to have mode measurements
uitable for this kind of inference. Further work is needed. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e investigate the impact of independent surface rotation rate 
riors on inference of the rotation profile of sugiant stars. We
erform forward modelling of the rotation profile given observations 
f rotational splittings assuming a step function rotation profile. 
nder these assumptions, we identify a de generac y between the

urface rotation rate and the position of the strong gradient. Mock
xperiments show that the introduction of a prior on surface rotation
reaks the de generac y, allowing us to place stronger constraints on
he position of the gradient. 

We introduce an independent measure of surface rotation from star 
pot photometric modulations as a prior when performing inference 
n the rotation profile of KIC 12508433. We find that introducing the
ndependent measure of surface rotation increases the measurement 
recision on the position of the rotational gradient by a factor of 2 and
MNRAS 521, 4122–4130 (2023) 
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hat the data strongly disfa v ours discontinuities outside r / R = 0.4 in
IC 12508433. Including auxiliary surface rotation measurements
hen performing asteroseismic forward modelling of the rotation
rofile is a simple way of extending what we can learn from each
tar with existing data. 
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Figure A1. Posterior distributions using mock data generated with a step 
function aligned with the H burning shell ( r / R = 0.05, purple profile in Fig. 
2 ). True values are indicated in purple. There is considerable multimodality 
and de generac y present. 

Figure A2. Posterior distributions using mock data generated with a step 
function in the radiativ e re gion ( r / R = 0.2, blue profile in Fig. 2 ) and realistic 
uncertainties. True values in blue. 

Figure A3. Posterior distributions using mock data generated with a step 
function at the BCZ ( r / R = 0.5; red profile in Fig. 2 ), and realistic 
uncertainties. True values in red. 

Figure A4. Posterior distributions using mockunc data generated with a step 
profile at the g-mode cavity ( r / R = 0.05; purple profile in Fig. 2 ), with realistic 
uncertainties, and a 10 per cent prior on surface rotation �s . There is still 
de generac y between p and the rotation parameters (e.g. Fig. A1 ), but the prior 
has collapsed all other modes. 
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Figure A5. Posterior distributions using mock data generated with a step 
profile in the radiative region ( r / R = 0.20; blue profile in Fig. 2 ), with realistic 
uncertainties, and a 10 per cent prior on surface rotation �s (compare with 
Fig. A2 ). 

Figure A6. Posterior distributions using mock data generated with a step 
profile at the BCZ ( r / R = 0.50; red profile in Fig. 2 ), with realistic 
uncertainties, and a 10 per cent prior on surface rotation �s (compare with 
Fig. A3 ). 
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